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SECTION - A

, (Very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum of one sentence, answerallquestions. (10x1=10 Marks)

1. What is smart card ?

2. What is e-commerce ?

3. What is B2C ?

4. What do you know about auction ?

5. What is lhe use of SMS ?

6. What do you mean by social media ?

7. What do you know about advertising strategy ?

8, What do you mean by database ?

9. What is e-money ?

10. What is software ?
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SECTION * B
(ShortAnswer)

Not exceed one paragraph. Answer any eight questions, Each question carries
2 marks. (8x2= 16 Marks)

'1 '1. Write a note on Web 2.0,

12. Vr'hat is web advertising ?

'13. Write a note on one to one marketing.

14. What is mobile ccmputing ?

15. What is digital signature ?

'16. Write a note on encryption.

17. What is the importance of network security ?

18. What do you mean by mobile commerce ?

19. List the names of two wireless telecommunication devices.

20. What do you know about Civil Law?

21. What do you mean by mass marketing ?

' 22. Distinguish credit card and debit card.

SECTION _ C

(Short Essay)

Notexceed 12Owords. Answerany six questions. Each queslion carries 4 marks.
(6x4=24 Marks)

23. What is firewall ?

24. What do you mean by intellectual property ?

25. Write a paragraph on electronic payment systems.

26. Explain the relevance ol currencies.
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27. Distinguish B2B and B2G.

28, Write a paragraph on the history of e-commerce.

29. Explain the different laws associated with mobile commerce.

30. Write a paragraph on online advertising methods.

31. Differentiate Web 3.0 and Web 4.0.

SECTION _ D

(Long Essay)

Answer any two of the questions in about 300 words. Each question carries 1 5 marks.
(2x 15=30 Marks)

32. Describe the applications ot e-commerce.

33. What do you know about crypfography ? What is the difierence between secrete
key cryptography and public key cryptography ?

34. Explain the role of lnformation Technology in Business.

35. What are the main security concepts and legal issues associated with e-commerce ?


